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Abstract— In this paper, an algorithm for generating non-redundant sequential rules for the medical time series data is designed. This study is 

the continuation of my previous study titled  ―An Algorithm for Mining Closed Weighted Sequential Patterns with Flexing Time Interval for 

Medical Time Series Data‖ [25]. In my previous work, the sequence weight for each sequence was calculated based on the time interval between 

the itemsets.Subsequently, the candidate sequences were generated with flexible time intervals initially. The next step was, computation of 

frequent sequential patterns with the aid of proposed support measure. Next the frequent sequential patterns were subjected to closure checking 

process which leads to filter the closed sequential patterns with flexible time intervals. Finally, the methodology produced with necessary 

sequential patterns was proved. This methodology constructed closed sequential patterns which was 23.2% lesser than the sequential patterns. In 

this study, the sequential rules are generated based on the calculation of confidence value of the rule from the closed sequential pattern. Once the 

closed sequential rules are generated which are subjected to non-redundant checking process, that leads to produce the final set of non-redundant 

weighted closed sequential rules with flexible time intervals. This  study produces non-redundant sequential rules which is 172.37% lesser than 

sequential rules. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The development of information technology (IT) has improved 

storage and retrieval problems of data, such as science data, 

medical data, population data, financial data, and market data. 

How to find useful information from those data has become 

the most important issue [1]. In early 1990s, knowledge 

discovery from data (KDD) term was used with the aim of 

knowledge extraction from database [2]. Data mining was 

originally considered as synonym of KDD. Data mining is the 

nontrivial extraction of implicit, formerly unknown, and 

potentially valuable information from data. Recent researches 

have shown that application of data mining in several fields is 

growing such as CRM, education, clinical medicine, financial 

fraud detection, intrusion detection and genetic data analyzing. 

The application of data mining in medicine has become a great 

issue. Recently, application of data mining in medicine and 

healthcare is most widely used by data mining developers and 

academic researchers compared to the other fields. The rapid 

growth of medical data mining in the recent years represents 

the kick-off medical data mining.  

MEDICAL databases have accumulated large 

amounts of information about patients and their clinical 

conditions. Relationships and patterns hidden in this data can 

provide new medical knowledge as has been proved in a 

number of medical data mining applications.  In the field of 

data mining, one of the most popular set of techniques for 

discovering temporal relations between events in discrete time 

series is sequential pattern mining, which consists of finding 

sequences of events that appear frequently in a sequence 

database. Several main streams of pattern mining, such as 

time-series mining and sequential pattern mining, have drawn 

much attention over the past decade. Time-series mining 

methods incorporate concrete notions of time in the process of 

finding patterns. Previous studies in this field include 

searching similar patterns in time-series databases. Mining 

sequential patterns from a sequence database may generate 

many sequential patterns especially when the support 

thresholds are low. In [3] they introduce the idea of data 

projection and develop the FreeSpan algorithm to recursively 

mine sequential patterns. In [4] they propose the PrefixSpan 

algorithm for mining long sequential patterns in large 

sequence databases. It continuously mines the patterns from 

projected databases, which speed up the candidate 

subsequence generation [5].  

Although a complete set of frequent patterns 

discovered are informative, the number of these patterns may 

be overwhelming. The concept of mining closed patterns has 

been proposed to avoid unnecessary frequent patterns while 

preserving the same information. A frequent pattern is closed 

if it has no super-pattern with the same support. Generally 

speaking, the algorithms of mining closed patterns are more 

efficient than those of mining frequent patterns [6, 7]. 

Moreover, the closed patterns mined can be used to generate a 

complete set of frequent patterns. Many methods of mining 

frequent closed patterns have been proposed, such as A-Close 

[6], CLOSET [7], CLOSET+ [8], CloSpan [9], BIDE [10], and 

CHARM [11]. In order to meet the dynamic characteristic of 

online data streams [12] proposed an algorithm, called New 

Moment, to mine closed patterns. The NewMoment algorithm 

uses an effective bit-sequence representation to simplify the 

support calculation, and hence, results in less memory and 

execution time. If the patterns are discovered with flexible 

number of gaps between items then more interesting 

sequential patterns can be found  

For a sequence or a sequential pattern, not only the generation 

order of data elements but also their generation times and time 
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intervals are important. Therefore, for sequential pattern 

mining, the time-interval information of data elements can 

help to get more valuable sequential patterns. In [13] and [14], 

several sequential pattern mining algorithms have been 

presented which consider a time-interval between two 

successive items in a sequential pattern. However, they simply 

consider a time-interval between two successive data elements 

as an item, and thus they are unable to get weighed sequential 

patterns considering different weights of sequences in a 

sequence database. If the importance of sequences in a 

sequence database is differentiated based on the time-intervals 

in the sequences, more interesting sequential patterns can be 

found [15]. However, the patterns may be irrelevant and a 

sequence of events that appear frequently in a database is thus 

insufficient for predicting events. Therefore, the sequential 

rule mining problem is proposed [16-23] and sequential rules 

are used to allow better prediction. Sequential rules express 

the relationships between sequential patterns from a sequence 

database [21, 22] and can be considered as a natural extension 

of original sequential patterns, just as association rules are a 

natural extension of frequent itemsets. Using sequential rules, 

the series of events that usually occurs after a series of 

previous ones can be predicted. Sequential rules are rather 

simple, but their information has many important implications, 

which can be used for decision-making, management and 

behavior analysis. Compared with sequential patterns, 

sequential rules can help users better understand the 

chronological order of the sequences present in a sequence 

database. However, generating a full set of sequential rules is 

very costly, even for a sparse dataset. In addition, a lot of low-

quality rules that are almost meaningless are generated, to 

solve this problem non-redundant sequential rules is 

constructed [a].  

II. CLOSED WEIGHTED SEQUENTIAL PATTERNS WITH 

FLEXING TIME INTERVAL FOR MEDICAL TIME SERIES DATA 

In my previous study, the time series medical data was 

utilized to construct the sequential patterns. Using direct 

database makes the mining algorithm more complex since 

initially, the diseases from the patient medical data were 

transformed into symbolic representation of sequences and the 

time duration of the diseases are denoted as time stamp of the 

sequence. Once the sequential times series data was 

transformed from the original medical data, the next step was 

to calculate the weight value of each sequence based on the 

strength and time interval weight. The strength of the sequence 

was depends on number of diseases presented in the each 

sequence. In another way, the candidate item sets were 

generated with possible intervals. The proposed support 

measure was calculated based on the weight of the sequence, 

number of occurrences of the itemsets and number of 

sequences has the itemsets. Once the support of the candidate 

itemsets were calculated the frequent weighted flexible 

sequential patterns (FWFSP) were filtered by the minimum 

support value (min-sup) subsequently the FWSP were 

subjected to closure checking process which leads to attain the 

closed weighted sequential patterns (CWFSP). The overall 

architecture of the proposed method is presented in the 

following figure 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed algorithm 

 

2.1 Patient’s time series medical dataset 

The medical time series database contains the set of patient id 

 iPDB   where Ni 1 each patient has set of diseases 

with time stamps  ii tP   where ki 1 and the value of k 

may be varying from one patient to another. Each time stamp 

it contains set of diseases and its status of the diseases

   ii dt . The following table 1 represents the sample 

medical database, which contains patient id, checking date of 

the patients (time stamp), the set of diseases and its status of 

the diseases.  

 
Patient id Checking date Status of the diseases 

 

110 

2/2/11 anxiety+  

4/2/11 anxiety+, biopsy+, cholera+ 

5/2/11 anxiety+, biopsy-, cholera+ 

6/2/11 anxiety-, cholera-, dysthymia+ 

 

120 

21/4/11 anxiety+, dysthymia+ 

22/4/11 anxiety-, dysthymia-, cholera+ 

24/4/11 biopsy+, cholera+ 

25/4/11 biopsy-, cholera-, alpha+, epilepsy+ 

 

Table 1: Sample medical time series database 

 

2.2 Sequential time series data format 

With the intention of mining the patterns from the 

medical dataset in the above format is take much computation 

complexity and requires more running time. To solve such 

problem, we pre-processed the medical data into set of 

sequences of diseases with respect to patient id. The sequences 

are sorting with respect to the ascending order of the time 

stamp of the diseases. In addition, the status of the diseases is 

represented with every disease.  Consider the patient id 110, 

who affected by the disease anxiety+ while his/her first day of 
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checking. The symbolic representation of the disease is 

represented by ‗a
+
‘. In the next checkup process revealed as 

―anxiety+, biopsy+, cholera+‖, which indicates that two 

diseases are additionally affected followed by the initial 

disease anxiety+ which, can be represented as (a
+
,b

+
,c

+
) in the 

symbolic representation. The symbol ‗+‘ indicates that the 

diseases is in active stage and the symbol ‗-‘ indicates that 

disease become cured. The brackets are used to present the 

diseases that are taken in a single day. For brevity, the brackets 

are omitted when the revealed disease become single in a day 

of checking. The following table 2 represents the pre-

processed dataset of the medical dataset, which is represented 

in the above table 1.   
Patient id  Sequence  Time stamp  

110 < a+, (a+,b+,c+), (a+,b-,c+), (a-,c-,d+)> (2, 4, 5, 6) 

120 <(a+,d+), (a-,d-,c+), (b+,c+), (b-,c-

,a+,e+)> 

(21, 22, 24, 26) 

 

Table 2: Sample medical time series sequential database 

 

2.3 Sequence strength and weight calculation  

For a sequence or a sequential pattern, not only the 

generation order of data elements but also their generation 

times and time intervals are important. By giving more 

importance to the time-interval information of data elements 

that provide more valuable sequential patterns. It is expressed 

in [24].   

Consider the diseases sequences of the two patients 

 21, SS  which contain the same diseases 

   2

4

2

3

2

2

2

12

1

4

1

3

1

2

1

11 ,,,&,,, ddddSddddS  and the order 

of the diseases also same in both patients but the time intervals 

between the diseases of the both patient are different
21

ii tt  . 

The sequences are looking to be the same when only considers 

about the order of the diseases in both sequences. In real case, 

both the sequences are totally differenct if we consentate on 

the time interval between the diseases (itemsets). However, in 

real world condition the importance of the minimum time 

intervals sequences are treated as more valuable than the 

maximum time intervals sequences. Since, in this paper, the 

importance of the minimum interval sequences are 

differentated by giving the more weight values to minimum 

time interval than the maximum time interval. This reflect the 

total weight value of the sequences. The weight value of the 

sequences are calculated based on the number of items present 

in the pair of itemsets and the time interval between possible 

pair itemsets in the sequences. The following table 3 

represents the possible pairs of itemsets and its time interval 

between the itemsets of the sequence 110 from the above table 

2.  

1st itemset 2nd itemset Time interval 
 TI

 
Strength  ST  

a+ (a+,b+,c+) 2 (1*3)=3 

a+ (a+,b-,c+) 3 (1*3)=3 

a+ (a-,b-,c+) 4 (1*3)=3 

(a+,b+,c+)  (a+,b-,c+) 1 (3*3)=9 

(a+,b+,c+) (a-,b-,c+) 2 (3*3)=9 

(a+,b-,c+) (a-,b-,c+) 1 (3*3)=9 

Table 3: possible pairs of itemsets and its time interval between the itemsets 

of the sequence 110  

The wieght value of the sequence is differentiated based on the 

wieght value of the time interval, the minimum time interval is 

more important than the maximum time interval. In this paper, 

the available time intervals are 1, 2, 3 and 4. The weight value 

of the time interval is assigned by the user based on their 

needs. In this paper the weight values as 0.4, 0.25, 0.2, 0.15 

are allocated for the time intervals 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively.    

The calcuation of weight value of a sequence is done by 

following equations (1) and (2) where the 
ijST  indicates the 

strength of the pair of ‗i
th

‘ itemset and ‗j
th

‘ itemset of a 

sequence and 
ijTI represents the time interval between the pair 

of ‗i
th

‘ itemset to ‗j
th

‘ itemset of a sequence.  

    ij

l

i

l

ij

ij STTIw
N

SW  


 

1

1 1

1   … (1) 

            𝑁 =   𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑙
𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑙−1
𝑖=1                  … (2) 

After the calculation of the weight value of the sequence, the 

sequence that contains the itemsets with minimum time 

interval has the weight value of more than the sequence 

contains the itemsets with maximum time interval.  

2.4 Candidate itemeset generation flexible time interval 

To generate the flexible time interval sequential 

patterns, initially the sequential patterns are derived from the 

symbolic time series sequential medical database. The itemsets 

within the brackets considered as zero time interval. Initially, 

possible maximum length of 0 time interval itemsets are 

derived subsequently the possible time intervals are projected 

between the items in the itemsets.  

(a)  Candidate itemset generation with zero time interval  

The itemsets within the brackets represents the zero 

time interval which indicates the symtoms or diseases are 

identified in a single day. The zero time interval itemsets are 

generated using the items with in the brackets. The maximum 

length of zero time interval candidate itemsets are generated. 

In normal candidate itemset, the possible combinations are 

generated based on the availabe items present in the database 

which generates more itemset which leads to computation 

complexity and time complexity. But in our proposed method, 

we only consider the zero time interval candidate itemset at 

possible length which covers all the itemsets in the database 

and also it avoids the unncessary candidate itemset which 

helps algorithm reduce the computation complexity. Consider 

the follwing table 4 which represents two length zero time 

interval candidate itemsets derived from the table 2. 

(a+,b+) (a+,c+) (a-,d+) (b-,c-) 

(a+,b-) (a-,c+) (a-,d-) (c+,d-) 

(a-,b-) (a-,c-) (b+,c+) (c-,d+) 

(a-,b+) (a+,d+) (b-,c+) (d+,f+) 

Table 4: represents the sample 2 length zero time interval itemsets 

(b) Projection of time intervals with zero time interval itemsets 

Once the zero time interval candidate itemsets are 

generated, the next step is projection of possible time intervals 

to each itemset. After the time interval projection, the 

candidate itemsets are called as flexible time interval 

sequential patterns. in this paper, from the above table 4, the 
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maximum time interval is four since for single itemset there 

are four possible patterns are generated. Consider the two 

length zero time interval itmeset (a
+
,b

+
) which is transformed 

in to the four patterns such as (a
+
[1]b

+
), (a

+
[2]b

+
), (a

+
[3]b

+
), 

(a
+
[4]b

+
). Likewise, for every itemsets, the time intervals are 

projected to compute the flexible time interval sequential 

patterns.  

2.5 Support calculation  

Once the flexible time interval sequential patterns are 

derived subsequently we calculate frequency of the through 

our proposed support measure which deals with the time 

intervals, number of occurances in the database and weight 

value of the sequence. Our proposed support calculation can 

help the sequential pattern algorithm to select the frequent 

fleixble time interval sequential patterns (FFSP). the FFSP has 

the support value which are greater than the user given 

minmum support (min-sup) value.   

The calcuation of support of a sequence is done by 

following equations (3) where  TI

iPcnt  represents the count 

value of the ‗i
th

 ‘ pattern in a time interval ‗ TI ‘ and 

  TIPcntmax
 represents the maximum count value of the 

patttern in a time interval ‗ TI ‘. The symbol  TI

iPn  that 

indicates number of sequences that contains  the ‗i
th

 ‘ pattern 

in a time interval ‗ TI ‘ and  SN represents the total number 

of sequences in the sequential database.   

   
  

 
 

 

 





SW

SW

SN

Pn

Pcnt

Pcnt
P

TI
iPS

TI

i

TI

TI

iTI

i
max

sup

   … (3) 

once the support value of the flexible time interval sequential 

patterns is calculated then the frequent flexible time interval 

sequential pattens are filtered. The patterns which have 

support value greater than the user defined minimum support 

then that pattern is treated as frequent patterns.  

2.6 Clousure checking (Clossed weighted sequential patterns 

with flexible time interval) 

Although a complete set of frequent flexible time 

interval patterns discovered are informative, the number of 

these patterns may be overwhelming. The concept of mining 

closed patterns is utilized in this paper to avoid unnecessary 

frequent flexible time interval sequential patterns (FFTSP) 

while preserving the same information. A frequent pattern is 

closed if it has no super-pattern with the same support. In this 

paper, we not only consider the itemsets for closure checking 

process, we also mining the patterns with time intervals. 

According to that we have also using the following condition 

with the existing closure cheking process. If the FFSTP 

contains the same itemsets and support with differenet time 

intervals then we consider the mininmum time interval pattern 

as a closed time interval pattern.  

Case I: Consider the following sequences and its support 

values  (a
+
[1]b

+
)=2, (a

+
[2]b

+
)=2, (a

+
[3]b

+
)=2, (a

+
[4]b

+
)=2. 

From the above set of sequencs, we only consider the 

sequence (a
+
[1]b

+
)=2 as a closed patterns since all the other 

time intervals of the sequences also having the same support.  

Case II: Consider the following sequences and its support 

values  (a
+
[1]b

+
)=2, (a

+
[2]b

+
)=2, (a

+
[3]b

+
)=2, (a

+
[4]b

+
)=4. 

From the above set of sequencs, we need to consider the 

sequences (a
+
[1]b

+
)=2 and (a

+
[4]b

+
)=4as a closed patterns 

from the above set of sequences since both sequences 

represents different informations 

Every sequential patterns were subjected to closure 

checking process, which leads to return the weighted closed 

flexible time interval sequential patterns (WCFSP).  

2.7 Rules Construction and Redundancy Checking 

However, the discovered patterns may be irrelevant and a 

sequence of events that appear frequently in a database is thus 

insufficient for predicting events. To solve this problem, in 

this paper we incorporate the sequential rule mining which are 

also used to allow better predictions. Sequential rules express 

the relationships between sequential patterns from a sequence 

database [28, 29] and can be considered as a natural extension 

of original sequential patterns, just as association rules are a 

natural extension of frequent itemsets [30].  

   
 X

YX
YXconf

TI
TI

sup

sup 
    … (4) 

   
 TITI

TITI
TITI

YX

ZYX
ZYXconf






sup

sup
 

 … (5) 

The above equation (4) represents the confidence vlaue of two 

length sequential pattern and the equaiton (5) helps to 

calculate the confidence vlaue of three length sequential 

pattern.  

Using sequential rules, the series of events that usually occurs 

after a series of previous ones can be predicted. Sequential 

rules has many important implications, which can be used for 

decision-making, management, and behavior analysis. 

Compared with sequential patterns, sequential rules can help 

users better understand the chronological order of the 

sequences present in a sequence database. However, 

generating a full set of sequential rules is very costly, even for 

a sparse dataset. In addition, many low-quality rules that are 

almost meaningless rules are generated [26]. To solve this 

problem, in this paper, some conditions based on the item sets 

in the rules and its time intervals to avoid the redundancy 

sequential rules are derived. The rule, which satisfies the 

following conditions, is considered as non-redundant 

sequential rules [27].  

Consider the set of rules YXX postpreR  and 

YYY postpreR  in which the rule YR infers XR if the 

following conditions are satisfied  

(i) XY prepre    

(ii) YYXX postprepostpre   

(iii)  YX RR supsup   

(iv)  YX RconfRconf   
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental result of the proposed technique for mining 

closed weighted sequential patterns with flexing time interval 

and non-redundant sequential rules for medical time series 

data is described in section. In this paper, we evaluate our 

proposed methodology in terms of number of sequential 

patterns and sequential rules generated.  

3.1 Experimental design  

The proposed algorithm of hybrid bi-objective optimization 

algorithm is programmed using JAVA version jdk1.7 with 

NETBEANS 7.3 IDE with cloud sim version 2.1.1. The 

experimentation has been carried out using the synthetic 

dataset with i3 processor PC machine with 4GB main memory 

and 32-bit version of windows 7 operating system. We 

generate the synthetic datasets, which consists of the following 

attributes such as ―Patient ID‖, ―Disease Name with its status‖ 

and ―Date‖. In this paper, our proposed methodology is 

evaluated based on number of non-redundant flexible time 

interval sequential rules by varying the following factors such 

as minimum support, number of input data, minimum 

confidence. 

3.2 Performance evaluation based on number of data  

In this section, the number of sequential rules and number 

redundant sequential rules are evaluated by varying the 

number of input data by making the minimum support and 

minimum confidence value as constant.  

The following figure 3 represents the evaluation of number of 

sequential rules and non-redundant sequential rules for various 

number of input data by making the minimum support value 

and minimum confidence value as 0.5. By evaluating the 

following figure 3, we conclude that the number of flexible 

time interval sequential rules and number of non-redundant 

flexible sequential rules also increased gradually when the 

number of input data increased. The number of non-redundant 

flexible sequential rules are always lesser than the number of 

sequential patterns. The number of closed sequential patterns 

are always lesser than the number of sequential patterns. The 

evaluation of follwoing figure 3 represents the maximum 

difference between number of sequential rules to the number 

of non-redundant sequential rules is happened as 185.31% at 

number of input data 4000 and minimum difference  is 

obatined as 164.92%at number of input data 2000 and the 

overall average difference is 23.73%. 

 
Figure 3: Evaluation of sequential rules and non-redundant 

sequential rules based on number of input data  

3.3 Performance evluation based on thereshold vlaues  

In this section, the number of sequential rules and number 

redundant sequential rules are evaluated by varying the 

minimum confidence meanwhile making the minimum 

support and number of input data as fixed.  

In this section, the  proposed methodology is evaluated based 

on minimum confidence. The following figure 5 represents the 

evaluation of number of sequential rules and non-redundant 

sequential rules for various number of input data by making 

the minimum support value and minimum confidence value as 

0.5. By evaluating the following figure 5, the number of 

flexible time interval sequential rules and number of non-

redundant flexible sequential rules also increased gradually 

when the number of input data increased. The number of non-

redundant flexible sequential rules are always lesser than the 

number of sequential patterns. The evaluation of follwoing 

figure 5 represents the maximum difference between number 

of sequential rules to the number of non-redundant sequential 

rules is happened as 158.21% for the minimum support 0.7 

and minimum difference  is obatined as 167.92% for the 

minimum support 0.3 and the overall average difference is 

168.98%. 

 

Figure 3: Evaluation of sequential rules and non-redundant 

sequential rules based on minimum confidence  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an algorithm has been proposed for mining the 

non-redundant closed weighted sequential rules with flexible 

time intervals for the medical time series data. Initially, the 

sequence weight for each sequence was calculated based on 

the time interval between the itemsets subsequently the 

candidate sequences were generated with flexible time 

intervals. Then, computation of frequent sequential patterns 

was done with the aid of proposed support measure. The 

obtained patterns are subjected to closure checking process. 

Then sequential rules are derived from the closed sequential 

patterns subsequently the constructed rules are subjected to 

redundancy checking process. The final rules are named as 

weighted non-redundant sequential rules with flexible time 

intervals are revealed by the proposed methodology. Finally, 

the proposed methodology produces necessary sequential 

patterns and sequential rules, is proved.  The proposed 

methodology produces non-redundant sequential rules which 

is 172.37% lesser than sequential rules.  
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